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!

!"# $%&'(")*Agreement Number    

!BC !"2#+3 Client Name

@*C !"#;DE: – !"F6G1 
!")<(@51 

Chamber of Commerce 
License No. 

!"6*C !"#%94 Unified Number 

-2H%-(= !IJK(&  Contact information 
-LM%& !IJK(&           Primary contact person!"6-N !"7654O                     Postal CodeP Q   P.O Box@*C !"0(JR    Tel

@*C !"<%!&          Mob.@*C !"S(TUFax.                        !"#45;1      City      

!"7654 !V"W)68XY E-mail Address

JS(Z+3 [;%!\ !"2#+3 Client Address Details

'+(X(= !"$4-1 Services Details

@*C 9L(Q JF]51 !"7^(*1      Card Funding Account

@*C !"_L(Q !"6`+LY )!a57(\( Primary Account Number (IBAN)

[4? !"7^(*(= [;4 J%*+, b]c !IJS(*+1         No. of Cards on the day of agreement

    ! J;S+] [76 @5(d !8Xe5. "HD6T(=* Process Via ROL Corporate*                                                                                                                      !
JS(Z+3 JLH+C !"7^(*(= 8!f@*(g !"L651 Card/Pin delivery Details

!BC !"#$%& '(IB)eg Authorized person

@*C !"<%!& Mobile No.

[;%!\ !"2#+3 
)JLH+C !"7^(*(= 8!f@*(g !"L651( 

Client Address 
(Card &Pin delivery) 

JS(Z+3 @B%g !"$4-1 Services charges details 

@B%g >Z4!@ !"7^(*1 SAR 90Issue of Card fee 

@B%g >[(?: >Z4!@ !"7^(*1  SAR 50 Reissue of Card fee 

J(@5h !"74i ')A45C !"$4-1) !"+%g/ !"D06 / 
!"L;1 (       /      / Date of Start (DD/MM/YYYY) 

*(`#1 '("#$%"+. '(")2(-3 -, !"7;j    
!"# $%&'( )*+, -. /012!'3

List of authorized officers to deal with the Bank
Copy of IDs should be attached

+,-.+(/ $0,1)2 Customer’s information
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!
!"# 
$%&'()*  

Officer Name 

!"Ke9+1 

! JF]51 !"7^(*(= [. k65l !"_%!I= !"#("+1 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm -HS(= JF]51 !"7^(*(= 
! >XD(i kH7(= '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm kH7(= '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651"

!#$$%&'(")*$"+,-%.")*-/0(*"1/'$2")-,'.3$-."

!455-/6$")-,'.3$-")-,'.,+)&/'"
!7'&)&,)$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."

!455-/6$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."

Authority type 

@*C !"0%51     ID No.@*C !"0(JR        Tel No. @*C !"<%!&     Mobile No. 

!"7654 !V"W)68XY E-mail Address 

!"# 
$%&'()*  

Officer Name 

!"Ke9+1 

! JF]51 !"7^(*(= [. k65l !"_%!I= !"#("+1 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm -HS(= JF]51 !"7^(*(= 
! >XD(i kH7(= '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm kH7(= '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651"

!#$$%&'(")*$"+,-%.")*-/0(*"1/'$2")-,'.3$-."
!455-/6$")-,'.3$-")-,'.,+)&/'"

!7'&)&,)$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."

!455-/6$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."

Authority type 

@*C !"0%51     ID No.@*C !"0(JR        Tel No. @*C !"<%!&     Mobile No. 

!"7654 !V"W)68XY E-mail Address 

!"# 
$%&'()*  

Officer Name 

!"Ke9+1 

! JF]51 !"7^(*(= [. k65l !"_%!I= !"#("+1 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm -HS(= JF]51 !"7^(*(= 
! >XD(i kH7(= '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651 
! !"#%!GA1 [Hm '^(*(= !"#K68G(= !";n651"

!#$$%&'(")*$"+,-%.")*-/0(*"1/'$2")-,'.3$-."

!455-/6$")-,'.3$-")-,'.,+)&/'"

!7'&)&,)$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."
!455-/6$"8$))2"9,.*"9,-%"-$:0$.)."

Authority type 

@*C !"0%51     ID No.@*C !"0(JR        Tel No. @*C !"<%!&     Mobile No. 

!"7654 !V"W)68XY E-mail Address 

!"#$%&'( )*+ ,-'./ !"0#.1 Signature Verification   !"#$%&'( )*+ ,-'./ !"0#.1 Signature Verification    

!234   Name!234   Name 

!"5-'./        Sign !"5-'./        Sign 
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!

$03456 5$789(: );<("* $01=45>(/ $0?@4A* ";)BC D(E"( Terms & Conditions (Petty Cash Prepaid Card) 

1-(678+ '7!9: ;%<( !"=7>? >!@AB%C !"5%".( D0E%6(:
FD7GH IJK !2,L%'.( <M 6-C        D5%N6O           /        /  D.P ;1 GP: 
!"(!34 !"=7;(       3Q1 ,Q%NR  N'4        !"7'4 !"#-AS       >6=%N T".U <.#% D0S D*LV 
"!"0#.1".  
#"(DEW !"76%X >6=%N T".U <.#% D0S D*LV "!"YEW". 
!"#ZSG(: !"=7>? >!@AB%C ,4 ,[S6SI% A.\ F] !"0#.1 67^_ D%235L%&: GP "D`%'( 

!"#$7><%a !"Eb76( !"#cYZ( !"S</ )D.5M ;%d( " !"#ZSG( GP !"YEW >'%C D%35B#%e !"`*Y%a 
>!"-f%gh !"ijG( "*[$-e )*+ !"#E5k >6Z7 !"0#.1 DlmU '7F >!35-)_ >>!<h )*+ 8#./ 
!"=7>? !"#Y.E( <M IJK !2,L%'.(n >'Y1 !"YEW D#-8_ o"W p*_ !"0#.1n >)*+ o"W <ZS 

!,Lh !"`7<%] )*+ !"5%"M: 

!")265S(=: 
<M IJK !2,L%'.( ,[#1 !"B*#%a >!"0Y%N!a !"#0%mM !"5%".( ;#% IM G-q[( FG%Gr%. 
!"(,0EM )Y%N: "N6%X F>] 26P "*=7;%a": !"#-'/ !2"B57>mM "sSG( !"=7;%a !"5%D/ "YEW 
!"76%X )*+ tYB( !um57mHn A.\ 6Z-C !"0#.1 D%2t57!v DsSG%a !"#-'/ >GP wi"U 

6c5`./ F] 6Z-C D`*_ !"Y`%'%a x".%y &>] !"[%8( "`*_ ;5%DM. 
#"(,0EM )Y%N: "Ac%z ,{J6( !"Y`%'(" I- !"[c%z !"7g.cM F> !"[c%z !"YS61 )T] >8S( !"JR 
'%C !"0#.1 DL5[U "{7X ,{J6( !"Y`%'%a >!"0#-2a !"#c5[Z(. 

$"(D`%'%a "!"#$7><%a !"Eb76( )D.5M ;%d(" wSG( GZSG( GP !"YEW ,5.| "*=7;( <5| 
Ac%z "B1 D`%'( G7,Y`( D%"[c%z !23%3M "#Ec-D.r% D{7X !"5[B4 D#$7><%,r% !"Eb76( 
>G7!'Y5r%.  

%"(8#./ !"#$`*[%a !"#c5sSG( IE% D$.{( !"#L7& 3-} ,`Yh )*+ ~.{( !"Q#/ ;#% 
,=#1 !@"L%� !"-!N&: D$.{( !"#J;7 >!"#Äm\ >!"0BÅ ~[.|. 

2-(6[5LV !"YEW D[ZU <M ,0S61 !"=7>? >!@AB%C !"s%~( DsSG( D`%'%a !"#$7><%a 

!"Eb76( <M IJK !2,L%'.(n >605Y7 IJ! !"50S61 3%NR !"#L0-e D0S 30 6-C GP !"5%N6O !"JR 
,4 <.U TN3%e Tt0%N "*0#.1 )P p76h !"Y76S !2"B57>mM !"#ÇcQ1 <M !"EÉ%C   

3-(!~S!N !"Y`%'%a !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( GcYZ( !"S</: G/ G7!)%: !@AB%C >!"=7>?n FR 

D`%'( ,$SN GP !"YEW "*0#.1 3-} ,B-] D%34 A%G1 !"Y`%'( !"JR 6[S&K !"0#.1 
>6c5sSGU GEU <ZÑ >2 6Q-j "{.7K !35sS!Gr%. 

4-(6Z7 !"0#.1 D#cÄ>".5U !"B%G*( DB1 G% 6s5Ö D%"`*Y%a !"-!N&: T"+ !"YEW GP GL-q.Un 
D%uq%<( T"+ ,[#*U "B%<( !"#cÜ-".%a !"5M 657,_ )*.r%( !35iC D`%'%a !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( 
!"#cYZ( !"S</( G/ q7>N: <$1 !"$iA.%a >,-j60r% D.P !"#s-".P >2 65[#1 !"YEW FR 

GcÄ>".( <M A%e T3E%& )S: ~iA.%a "=sÖ Gs-e >!AS GP 'Y1 !"0#.1. 
5-(6*5áC !"0#.1 G#bi D%"#s-".P D5c*.4 D`%'%a !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( !"#cYZ( !"S</ 
@~[%Dr% >!2A5L%� D%"#c5ES!a !"#bY5( "J"Wn >,c*.#r% "*YEW )ES !"`*_n >D%"EcY( 

"*Y`%'%a !"5M 2 65-!8S F~[%Dr% @R 3Y_n <%] !"0#.1 650rS DàN8%)r% u&!N: wSG%a )#i9 
!"=7;%a DYEW !"76%X ;#% F] FR 3-9 !35sS!C "Y`%'( !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( !"#cYZ( !"S</ 
<%] !"0#.1 65[#1 GcÄ>".( o"W. 

6-(!35sS!C "Y`%'( !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( GcYZ( !"S</ )D.5M ;%d(: ,É1 !"Y`%'( <M 
G*B.( !"YEWn >6#BP "*YEW F> FR GcÄ>e Gs-âe F> G-äã F> Gc%)S F> >;.1 xw7 "*YEW F] 
6c57& !"Y`%'(n >"*0#.1 !"[76( !"#`*Z( <M T)%&:  

Please read the below Terms and Conditions carefully: 
This Agreement is made and entered, on ___      _____ the day of:       /    

/              , by and between each of:  
A) The Company (                               ) CR( number (                                

) Unified number  (           ) 
Hereinafter referred to as the “Customer” 
B) Riyad Bank hereinafter referred to as the “Bank” 
Introduction: The “Terms & Conditions” are drawn under the premise that the

“Customer” has approached the “Bank” for the “Petty Cash Prepaid Card” 
and has completed the necessary documentation to avail the service. 
Furthermore, the “Customer” acknowledges that he has read, understood 
and accepted all the terms and conditions that are written in this 
agreement; therefore, an agreement has been made on the following:  

Definitions: 
As used in this agreement, the following words and expressions shall have a 

meaning set forth respectively against each of them: 
a)(” ROL Corporate” means the Bank’s Electronic Banking Platform for 

corporate, where the “Customer” can register, and request petty cash 
cards directly. In this case, the “Customer” does not need to send an 
authorization letter.  

b)(“Funding Account” means the main and the alternative account, in case of 
need, that are opened by the “Customer” to Fund the cards. 

c)( “Petty Cash” card is a service provided by the Bank to (the Customer to 
open an account linked with the main account to their employees to control 
and monitor their petty cash expenses. 

d)(All the terms here in use in the singular shall be relevant to plural, and all the 
terms used in the male gender shall apply to the female gender and vice 
versa. 

2.(The Bank may at any time amend the terms and conditions for the Petty 
Cash Prepaid Card services in this agreement, and such amendment is 
considered valid after 30 days from the date on which a written notice to 
the customer through the registered e-mail( in the system. 

3.(The “Customer” should be committed to pay all fees and service charges 
along with funding transactions.  

4.(Issuance of Cards: Subject to the Terms and Conditions, Card Issuance 
Procedures and Rules, any Card is issued by the Bank to the Customer 
pursuant to this Agreement shall be in the name of the Cardholder the 
Customer specifies and shall be used only by such Cardholder and not for 
any third party. 

5.(The “Customer” is committed to be completely responsible regarding the 
powers directed to the Bank by the authorized officers including (Receiving 
ATM Cards) and shall separate the entitlements and distribute them 
between the authorized officers, The Bank will not be responsible if the 
Customer authorized one person to do all the entitlements. 

6.(The “Customer” responsibilities also include the delivery of Petty Cash 
ATM cards to their owners. Therefore, the “Customer” is obliged to return 
the cards to Riyad Bank - CSD when the employee no longer exists for any  
reason. In case of card being misused, the “Customer” takes full 
responsibility.(

7.(Use of Card: The Card is and shall continue to be the property of the Bank, 
and thus the Bank, or any authorized officer, employee, associate or other 
agent of the Bank may retain the Card, require the Customer to procure the 
return of the Card or suspend the use of the Card at any time at its absolute 
discretion and neither the Bank nor its agents shall be liable for any loss 
suffered by the Customer or the Cardholder as a result thereof. 

8.(Use of Pin: The Bank issues PIN to the Cardholder pursuant to the 
procedures applied in the Bank for such issuance. cardholder able to get the 
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!
!"Y`%'( F> ,0*.h !35sS!Gr% <M FR >'Hn ><M A%e FR wc%N: ,07X "r% !"0#.1 F> A%G1 
!"Y`%'( m5.Q( !35sS!Gr% <%"YEW >>;igU ^.7 GcÄ>".P. 

7-(!35sS!C !"7'4 !"c7R: 6$SN !"YEW N'4 37R "[%G1 !"Y`%'( >654 !35iGU GP wie 

!8rá !"$7} !2"M >o"W D0S !35.L%9 t7>? !"5[Zh GP I-6( A%G1 !"Y`%'(. >)*+ A%G1 
!"Y`%'( !,s%o 8#./ !2A5.%p%a "5QE_ !235sS!C !"{.7 G$7å DU. >IJK !2A5.%p%a ,5ç#Pn 

;[S F&m+: 
F(()SC ;5%D( !"7'4 !"c7R )*+ !"Y`%'( F> !2A5L%� DU G/ !"Y`%'(. 

z(()SC ;5%D( !"7'4 !"c7R D`76Z( 'S 6Lr#r% tsÖ xw7. 

a(()SC T<=%9 !"7'4 !"c7R "=sÖ xw7. 
é((!Diè !"YEW <M F37ê >'H G#BP <M A%e ;=ã tsÖ xw7 !"7'4 !"c7R F> !"=W 
DJ"W. 

. 650rS !"0#.1 >6ç#P !"5á!C ;1 A%G1   "Y`%'( !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( GcYZ( !"S</ D%ë,M: 
F(()SC !"c#%å @R tsÖ xw7 D%35sS!C !"Y`%'(. 

z((!35sS!C !"Y`%'( >;.i )P !"0#.1. 

a((!2"5á!C D%"=7>? >!@AB%C. 
é((,c*.4 !"Y`%'( "*YEW )ES p*Yr%. 
í(()SC mZ1 F> ,$S6h !"Y`%'( F> !"5E%je )Er% "ìw76P 

å(()SC !35sS!C !"Y`%'( 'Y1 !"L57: !"#[S&: "$iA.5r% F> D0S !m5r%9 <57: 
~iA.5r% F> D0S !35iC !"0#.1 Tt0%N !u"{%9 F> !"c[_ GP !"YEW F> !"0BÅ. 
8-(6#BP "[%G1 !"Y`%'( !"#$7><%a !"Eb76( GcYZ( !"S</ !35sS!Gr% <M !@^7!X 

!@,.(: 
F(("*c[_ !"EZSR F> !"S</ <M FR DEW 6ZY1 !"Y`%'( <M !"##*B( >w%N8r%. 

z(("*c[_ !"EZSR GP F8rá: !"$7} !ë"M !"5M ,ZY1 !"Y`%'( D%35sS!C !"7'4 !"c7R. 

a(("S</ f#P !"c*/ >!"sSG%a D%35sS!C !"Y`%'( >!"7'4 !"c7R "5Q%N !"5Qág( F> !"#-N&6P 
<M !"##*B( >w%N8r% )P p76h F8rá: mZ%? !"Y./ F> !"#-!'/ !2"B57>m.(. 3.Z-C !"YEW 

D5c-6( 8#./ !"0#*.%a D%"s$4 GP !"[c%z m.%D( )P !"0#.1 )F> A%G1 !"Y`%'((. >N^4 
G% 3Yhn !"YEW "S6U !"$iA.( D#Z%~( !"[c%z "5*Y.( GcÄ>".%a !"0#.1 )F> A%G1 
!"Y`%'(( u,#%C )#*.%a !"Y`%'(. 

9-(3-} 654 TN3%e ;=ã Ac%z !"+ !"0#.1 ;1 tr7 6Ér7 8#./ !"0#*.%a )*+ 
!"Y`%'( >FR N3-C G5Lh )*.r%. >6Q_ )*+ !"0#.1 !"5[Zh GP ";=ã !"[c%z" DS'( >To! 
;%] "S6U FR !35Lc%N )P !"0#*.%a !"-!N&: <.U <.Q_ F] 65-!~1 G/ !"YEW <M GS: !'$%I% 

30 6-C. 
10-(!~S!N !"Y`%'( GP 'Y1 !"YEW DE%9 )*+ p*_ !"0#.1 D%34 A%G*r% 60`.U ;%G1 
!"$iA.( &>] '.-& F> t7>? 235sS!C !"Y`%'( ><+ A%"( !35sS!Gr% GP 'Y1 FR A%G1 

"*Y`%'( 3-!9 ;%] Gs-e F> ̂.7 Gs-e 6B-] ,[H GcÄ>".( !"0#.1 >IJ! 3.05Y7 &".i '%p0%y 
)*+ 3iG( !"0#*.( >6E`Yh o"W )*+ FR )#*.( &</ 6s$#r% !"YEW GP !"[c%z ><Z%y 
"cQia !"YEW >>f%gZU. >D5l6.S o"W DZY-e !"0#.1 "B=ã !"[c%z !"YEW !"s%î D50%Gia 

!"Y`%'( >)SC !)57!qU )*+ G% >N& DU >6$Y| G*áC "U D=B1 mr%gM.
11-(6S</ !"0#.1 8#./ !"#Y%"ï !"#c5[Z( ><Z%y "=7>? >FAB%C !2,L%'.( D0#*( !"##*B( 
!"07D.( !"c0-&6( "N6%e 30-&R". 

12-(6Z7 !"0#.1 D#-!<Z5U )*+ !"c#%å D5s-61 DEW !"76%X Ds$4 GY%"ï !"#`%"Y%a !"#%".( 
!"-!N&: "*YEW GP 'Y1 !"YE-v !@w7ñ D$L5U G$SN !"Y`%'( !"#$7<.( GP Ac%z 

PIN from ATMs, after successful and satisfactory verification of the 
Cardholder identity,. The Cardholder shall be, all the time, liable to take all 
sufficient measures to protect the use of the Card and to avoid 
unauthorized use.  Such measures shall include, without limitation as 
minimum safety measures: 

a)(Not writing the PIN on the Card or any other item normally kept with the 
Card. 

b)(Not writing the PIN in a way that can be understood by someone else. 
c)(Not disclosing the PIN to someone else. 
d)(Notifying the Bank as soon as possible if someone else knows or is 

suspected of knowing the PIN. 
e)(Destroying the PIN advice given by the Bank promptly after receipt. 
9.(The Customer undertakes and guarantees that each Cardholder shall: 
a)(Not to allow anyone else to use the Card. 
b)(Use the Card as the agent of the Customer. 
c)(Adhere to the Terms and Conditions. 
d)( 
e)(Not transfer, endorse or assign to any third party the Card. 
f)(Not to use the Card before the commencement of the Validity Period, or 

after the expiry date of the Card or after notification of its cancellation or 
withdrawal is given to the Customer by the Bank or vice versa. 
10.( The Cardholder may use the card: 

a)(To withdraw money or make payments within the Kingdom at any bank 
which accepts the Card. 

b)(To withdraw money from Card Operated Cash machines, which accept the 
Card in conjunction with the PIN when they are operating. 

c)(To pay for goods and services by using a card operated machine in 
conjunction with the PIN at retailers or suppliers within the kingdom who 
offer such a facility. 

11.( The Bank settles all Card Transactions on behalf of the Customer 
(or Cardholder) by debiting the Account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
the Bank shall have the right of set-off to pay any dues of the Customer (or 
Cardholder) in respect of the Card Transactions. 

12.( A statement showing Card Transactions and any charges incurred 
will be sent to the Customer once per month. The Customer shall check the 
Statement carefully and contact the Bank, if the Customer has any query 
on the Transactions contained in the Statement within 30 days. 

11- Issuance of the card by the bank at the request of the customer in the
name of its holder, gives him full authority without restrictions or conditions
for using the card. In the event that it is used by any cardholder, whether
authorized or not, it shall be under the responsibility of the customer"!This 
will be considered conclusive evidence of the integrity of the transaction and 
this applies to any payment transaction deducted by the bank from the card 
account according to the bank's records and documents.!This is confirmed by 
the customer's acceptance of the bank card account statement for the card 
transactions and not objecting to what was stated in it, and becomes liable for 
such permanently. (

13.( The Customer hereby authorizes Riyad Bank to debit my 
current/credit account at the bank with the financial claims received by the 
bank from other banks in its capacity as the issuer of the debit/credit card, 
as a result of the withdrawal of cash exceeding the actual amounts debited 
from my account due to any technical errors in related to the ATMs. 

14.( The bank shall retain all original documents related to customers’ 
transactions for a minimum period of ten years from the transaction 
completion date or the ending of the banking relationship and the Bank shall 
also retain a clear scanned copy of such documents. All original documents 
related to legal prosecutions or investigations of any nature whatsoever 
and a clear scanned copy of such documents shall also be retained by the 
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Bank for a minimum period of ten years from the date of closure of the legal 
case. 

15.( Returns of Cards: All cards are and remain the property of the Bank 
at all times.:!The bank’s permit for the cardholder to carry it does not imply 
that he uses it in any way that offends the bank or results in damage to it or 
its property or any of its employees, whether directly or indirectly. The 
customer is responsible for the following: 

a)" Recovering and returning all Cards issued to it if the Bank or its 
assigns so request;  

b)" Notifying the Bank immediately if any Cardholder ceases to be an 
authorized person, or leaves the employment or services of the Customer, 
or if the address of the Customer or the Cardholder changes. 

c)"Destroying any Card issued to a Cardholder, should that Cardholder cease 
to be employed by the Customer or cease to be authorized to use a Card. 

d)" When Cards are returned to the Bank, they must be cut in two 
vertically through the magnetic stripe and holes punched through the chip 
if it is a chip card, expiry date and the Visa hologram or MasterCard 
hologram, as applicable. The liability of the Customer will continue in 
respect of all Card Transactions undertaken using the Card prior to the 
written advice of its destruction being received by the Bank and the receipt 
of the Card itself by the Bank. 

16.( The Customer undertakes to advise the originators of recurring 
purchases that the Card(s) has (have) been canceled and will indemnify the 
Bank against any costs or losses which it might suffer as a result of any 
failure by the Customer to give such advice. The Customer is advised to 
retain copies of such cancellation notices. 

17.( Lost and Misused Cards: The Customer undertakes that: 
a)(If any card is lost or stolen, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately 

by contacting Customer service (801222444) from inside & outside KSA.  If 
a Card is subsequently found it shall not be used, but destroyed by cutting 
it in two vertically across the magnetic strip and holes punched through 
expiry date and the chip if it is a chip card, as applicable and the Bank shall 
be advised of this action by telephone and the Customer shall forthwith 
return such Card to the Bank. 

b)(If the Card is lost or stolen and it thereafter transpires that transactions 
have been executed on such lost or stolen Card the Customer shall be liable 
to pay and reimburse the Bank for all such illegal or unauthorized 
transactions. 

c)(The Customer and the Cardholder will assist the Bank or its agents in the 
investigation of the loss; theft or attempted or possible misuse of the Card 
and will assist the Bank to recover the Card. The Customer consents to the 
disclosure to police and judicial authorities of any relevant information 
concerning the Accounts in connection with such matters. 

d)(The Customer shall be liable for any liabilities or obligation the Bank incurs 
to any third party by reason of the loss of the Card or the use of same in 
unauthorized purposes without any limits to such liability of the Company, 
and the Bank has the right to withhold any amount of the Customer under 
the Bank’s hand until the Bank ensures that claims are still standing in this 
regard. 

18.( Unauthorized Card transactions: 
&)( The customer will be liable for any sums incurred in respect of 

unauthorized use of Cards. The Bank shall notify the Customer 
immediately upon the Bank’s discovery of any unauthorized use of Card(s), 
including without limitation whenever a Cardholder Credit Limit has been 
exceeded. 

*)( Should it become apparent to the Customer that a Cardholder has 
used, or attempted to use, a Card in an unauthorized manner, the 
Customer will immediately revoke its authority for that Cardholder to use 
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the Card and shall take all reasonable steps to procure the return of that 
Cardholder’s Card to the Bank. 

+)(             The customer shall instruct the Cardholder to exercise all possible 
care to ensure the safety of the Card and prevent its misuse. If the Card is 
lost or stolen, or if the Customer suspects that any security procedure 
concerning a Card has been compromised, the Customer shall immediately 
notify the Bank's call center that this has happened and shall request that a 
new card be issued in writing. The Customer shall remain responsible for all 
charges/expenses or liabilities incurred through the use of Card until the 
Bank receives a written notification. In this case, the Bank shall have the 
right to take all the measures it deems fit for protecting its rights. The 
Customer’ account will be charged a replacement fee as advised by the 
Bank from time to time. 

19.( Complaints: 
a)(The Bank will not be responsible in any way for the goods, services, 

warranties or information supplied to the Customer or the Cardholders by 
any Merchant. It is understood by the Customer that the Card is purely a 
facility to the Cardholder to purchase goods and/or to avail of services, and 
the Bank holds out no warranty or makes no representation about quality, 
delivery or otherwise of any such merchandise. 

b)(Any complaints against the Merchant by either the Cardholders or the 
Customer must be resolved by the Customer with the Merchant and no 
claim by the Customer against any merchant shall be the subject of set-off 
or counter claim against the Bank. 

c)(The Bank is not responsible for anyone’s refusal of the Card. 
20.( Refunds: 
a)(The Cardholder or the Customer cannot cancel a card Transaction after it 

has been completed. 
b)(It is a Merchant’s responsibility to send a sales reversal on the cardholder 

Account or a refund voucher on a cardholder Account. The Bank will only 
credit an Account with the amount of any refund on receipt of a properly 
issued refund voucher or sales reversal. 

21.( Duration:  
a)(On termination for whatever reason, the Customer will return all Cards to 

the Bank immediately and will remain liable to the Bank for all Card 
Transactions, and any interest and charges until all the Cards have been 
returned to and received by the Bank. 

b)(The bank is entitled to suspend the use of the Card whenever it suspects 
that a card is being misused. In such case, the Bank shall immediately notify 
the Customer, and the Customer shall return the card(s) to the Bank. 

22.( General: 
a)(The headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only and shall not 

be considered in the construction or interpretation of any clause or 
provision to which they refer. 

b)(Where appropriate, the provisions of the Saudi Payments Network (MADA), 
as applicable, will apply. 

23.( The “Customer” should be committed to pay all fees and service 
charges along with funding transactions, and shall not ask the Bank to 
execute the transactions unless “Customer” pays the fees and charges.  

24.( All fees, charges and expenses mentioned in this agreement are 
not reusable or refundable. 

25.( It is hereby declared in the agreement between the “Customer” 
and the Bank that the Bank will not be responsible for any damages or loss 
that the “Customer” may face due to service provided by the Bank based 
on the conditions that were agreed on beforehand(unless such damages or 
losses are caused by the bank negligence, breach of agreed terms, error or 
fraud.  
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26.( The terms and conditions, mentioned in this agreement, governing 
the services provided to the “Customer” cannot be added to, modified or 
deleted unless agreed by the parties to this agreement in writing.  ((((

27.( The “Customer” hereby declares that he will be held accountable 
for the accuracy of data submitted to the Bank. The Bank has the right to 
check the accuracy of the data by its own methods. 

28.( The Bank will open an electronic virtual account in Riyad Bank Only, 
owned by “customer”, and based on the data that are uploaded through 
ROL-Corporate. 

29.( The Bank may not open accounts for all or some of the employees 
if there is missing or wrong information in the data that were sent by the 
“Customer”. 

30.( All fees and charges pertaining to the services provided for Petty 
cash Cards will be charged to the “Customer”. 

31.( The Bank agrees to issue the customer a prepaid card. If lost or 
destroyed, the customer will be issued a replacement card. A card 
reissuance application is submitted through the ROLC portal by the  
“Customer” or in the “Branch” by the Cardholder himself. The “Customer” 
should be liable for card fees. 

32.( For any support or operational issues related to Petty Cash Card 
holders, the Bank will be responsible for attending to only those requests 
that come from authorized personnel from the “Customer”, during 
business hours or from the Cardholders through Call Centers and 
designated Branches. 

33.( The Customer agrees that recurring fees (as per the schedule of 
fees defined in Page 1) will be chargeable by end of year per card to all those 
cards that are issued to its employees. It shall remain the Customer’s 
obligation to notify the Bank to close the Card. 

34.( The Bank has the rights to close those Cardholder accounts that do 
not have any activity for 24 continuous months; in case the account has any 
remaining balance at the time of closure, the account will be closed and the 
balance will be moved to the “funding account”. 

35.( The “Customer” should be committed to pay all fees card 
transaction fees executed through local ATMs as follows: 

a)(SAR2.00 after four free cash withdrawal transactions. 
b)(SAR0.80 after four free balance inquiry/mini Statement transactions. 
36.( The customer shall pay all taxes or any costs imposed by 

government authorities and municipalities, including but not limited to, the 
Value Added Tax resulting from the Contract herein and/or in relation to 
the service or any taxes that may be imposed in the future. The customer 
shall submit the  
Tax and Zakat Clearance Certificate Issued by the General Authority for 
Zakat & Tax attesting that his/her Tax/ Zakat status has been settled with 
the General Authority on an annual basis. The customer shall also submit a 
certificate issued by the General Organization for Social Insurance 
attesting that his/her financial status is compliant with the general law. 

37.( The “Customer” acknowledges that he has read, understood and 
accepted all the terms and conditions that are written in this agreement. 
Accordingly, the Bank has accepted the customer’s request. 

38.( The agreement shall remain in full force and effect for a period of 
one (1) year starting on the execution date as mentioned in page (1). The 
agreement is renewable automatically for an identical term unless either 
party hereto notifies the other in writing at least three (3) months prior to 
agreement expiration of its intention not to renew agreement. 
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39.( In case of any disruption in process, the Bank will revise all the 
paper-documented data such as vouchers, books, and so on, collected 
relating to figures to rely upon as evidence in case of differences arising 
between Bank and “Customer”. 

40.( This agreement shall be governed by and construed under the 
regulations of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

41.( In case of any dispute arising between the parties hereto out of or 
in connection with this Agreement as to its interpretation, execution, 
validity or termination the parties hereto shall resolve it amicably, each 
party shall have the right to refer the disputed matter to the competent 
judicial authorities in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to decide on the dispute. 

42.( The agreement is offered in both languages’ Arabic and English. In 
case of misinterpretation of comprehending the agreement, the Arabic 
text will prevail and be binding on all parties. 
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